
A Gorinto is a Japanese memorial shrine. Its �ve tiers symbolize the �ve Elements that combine to form a perfect understanding. Elements gather 
energy in unique patterns, challenging you with �nding the ideal route to balance and harmony. Earth digs deep, Water �ows wide, Fire rises high, 
Wind blows freely, and Void slips between the rest. Can you gain the understanding you need to uncover true wisdom?

Gather tiles to build a Gorinto on your mat that will create the greatest Wisdom according to this game’s two Goals and two Key Elements. 
On each turn you will be moving a tile from the Path into the Mountain, and collecting other tiles from the Mountain based on the tile you 
moved and the Understanding you’ve developed of that Element.

At the end of each Season, players will gain Wisdom according to the Goal cards. At the end of the game, players will also gain Wisdom for 
the game’s Key Elements. �e player who has accumulated the most Wisdom wins!
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100 ELEMENT TILES 12 GOAL CARDS 5 KEY ELEMENT CARDS

WHAT’S THIS OTHER STUFF?

4 WISDOM
MARKERS

4 HIGH WISDOM
MARKERS

1 START 
COIN

KITSUNE TILESBURROW TILES

1 DRAW 
BAG

1 SEASON MARKER

4 PLAYER MATS

THE PATH

20 OF EACH ELEMENT

THE MOUNTAIN PATTERNS

CONFLICT 
LETTER

KEY ELEMENT SPACES

SEASON TRACKWISDOM TRACK

GOAL SPACES

1 SCOREBOARD

OBJECTIVE

A  G A M E  O F  U N D E R S TA N D I N G  B Y  R I C H A R D  Y A N E R

A

Score each stack that is the 
same height as one or more 

of your other stacks.

FIRE

x 2

of your other stacks.
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Assemble it before your �rst play.

�e rest of these components are mainly for Kitsune 
Solo mode (see pages 6-7 for details). You won’t need 
them for games with three or more players!
2-player Standard Method (see page 4) makes use of the 
Burrow tokens, and the Compassionate Turn Order variant 
(see page 8) makes use of the Kitsune tiles. 
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1. Place the game board in the center of the table, with the scoreboard beside it.

2. Place the Season marker on the �rst (Spring) space of the Season track.

3. Mix the 100 Element tiles thoroughly in the bag. Draw random tiles from the bag to stack face up on the 25 Mountain spaces. 
Each space gets a number of tiles stacked in it according to the Peak diagram below.

4. Draw 10 more random tiles from the bag and place one each on the ten spaces of the Path.  
 
 
 

5. Shu�e the Goal cards, deal two face up into the Goal spaces on the scoreboard, and return the rest to the box.

Some Goal cards have con�ict letters in the bottom right corner. If the second card displays the same letter as the �rst card, 
discard the second one and deal a replacement. It is permitted for both cards to display no letter at all. 

�ese two Goal cards create scoring conditions that will earn Wisdom for the players at the end of each Season.

6. Shu�e the Key Element cards and deal two face up into the Element spaces on the scoreboard. �ese two are this game’s Key 
Elements, which will earn Wisdom for players at game end. Return the rest to the box.

7. Each player selects a player color. When you’ve chosen your color, take the player mat and High Wisdom marker in your 
color, and place the Wisdom marker in your color near the start of the Wisdom track. Return unused player colors to the box.

8. Randomly select a start player, and give them the Start coin as an indicator. You are ready to begin!
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PEAK DIAGRAM

�is diagram shows how 
many tiles to stack in each 

space of the Mountain 
board for the default Peak 

landscape. Check the 
back of the rules for other 

landscape options!

3
4

SETUP

For steps 3 and 4, work methodically. Decide which space you intend to put the 
next tile into before you draw it from the bag, to ensure a random result.

WIND

x 2

A

Score each stack that is the 
same height as one or more 

of your other stacks.

FIRE

x 2

Score your tallest stack.
Score your shortest stack  
(of at least one tile) twice.
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UNDERSTANDING

PATTERNS

Gameplay is divided into four Seasons. In each Season, 
players will have an equal number of turns (the number 
di�ers depending on player count). At the end of each of 
the four Seasons, players will gain Wisdom for both Goal 
cards in the manner described on those cards. At the end 
of the game, players will gain 2 Wisdom for each tile they 
have gathered of the two Key Elements.

Choose one of the tiles remaining on the Path. Move the 
tile along its column or row on a straight line into the 
Mountain as many spaces as you wish, placing it on the 
stack (or empty space) there.

�en gather Element tiles from the Mountain based on 
your Understanding of the Element tile you moved, and 
the Pattern for that Element.

Add your gathered tiles to the appropriate stack on your 
mat. �en play passes to the next player.

Your Understanding of each Element 
is the number of other tiles you 
must gather when you move a tile of 
that type. �at number is 1 plus the 
number of tiles of that Element you 
have on your mat. 

Make sure to understand how the Goals will score. 
�ey do not change over the course of the game, 
and they will each score at the end of every season. 
Building a Gorinto that is uni�ed with those goals 
will make a world of di�erence in your search for 
wisdom! �e Key Elements are important too, but 
they only score once, at game end.

Example: On your very 
�rst turn, you have no 
tiles on your mat. Your 
Understanding for all 
�ve Elements is 1, so you 
would gather only one tile 
no matter which type of 
tile you moved. 

If you have two Fire tiles and one 
Earth tile on your mat, your Fire 
Understanding is 3, your Earth 
Understanding is 2, and your 
Understanding of the other three 
Elements remains 1.

Example: If you choose any tile in the 
upper path (such as the Wind tile as 
shown), you could move it down to 
any spot in its column.

If you choose any in the le� path (such 
as the Earth tile as shown), you could 
move it across to any space in its row.

GAMEPLAY

ON YOUR TURN

Each Element type has a di�erent pattern that it can potentially gather tiles from when you move it:

VOID WIND FIRE WATER EARTH
Can gather from the four 

locations diagonally 
adjacent to your placement.

Can gather from the four 
locations orthogonally 

adjacent to your placement.

Can gather from the 
four other spaces in your 
placement’s column. (�e 
column only, not the row. 
�e legend on the board 

indicates which way is up.)

Can gather from the 
four other spaces in your 

placement’s row. (�e 
row only, not the column. 
�e legend on the board 

indicates which way is up.)

Can gather from the stack 
you placed upon. Watch for 
stacks with more than four 
tiles in them... placement of 
an Earth tile when you have 
high Understanding can net 
you more tiles than usual!

Score your tallest stack and also 

any stack tied with it.

Score your shortest stack and 

also any stack tied with it.
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• You may never gather the tile you placed during the turn that you placed it. �at tile remains where you 
placed it, and it becomes available to be gathered by future placements.

• With the exception of Earth, you may only take the top tile of any stack you are gathering from, and you 
may not take from the same stack twice in a single turn. Because of how Patterns work, this means that (in 
most cases) four tiles will be the most you could gather in a single turn even with very high Understanding.

• When gathering with Earth, any tile in the stack beneath your placed tile is available to you regardless of 
its position in the stack. Do not disturb the vertical arrangement of any tiles you don’t take. 

• You must gather as many tiles as your Understanding permits; you may not choose to take fewer than 
that if there are available tiles in the Pattern.

• Sometimes (for example because you chose a spot along the Mountain’s edge, or because stacks are empty), 
there will be fewer tiles available than your Understanding requires you to gather. In that case you take as 
many available tiles in the Pattern as you can, even if that number is zero.

• As you gain tiles, eventually your Understanding will sometimes be higher than the number of available 
tiles in the Pattern. In that case you only gather as many tiles as are available.

ADJUST MENT FOR 2 PLAYERS

A SAMPLE TURN

When playing with 2 players, play your �rst turn in each season normally. For the 
remaining two turns of each season, a�er you have taken your turn but before the 
other player acts, you will remove another tile from the Path and discard it from the 
game. �ere are two methods of accomplishing this: 

More tactical method: don’t use the Burrow tokens at all, but instead choose 1 tile 
remaining in the Path and discard it from the game.

Standard method: before play begins shu�e the stack of Burrow tokens (from 
Kitsune mode, see pages 6-7) into a face down draw pile. To determine which Element 
tile to remove, reveal a Burrow token and discard the indicated tile. If that tile has 
already been removed, keep drawing until you are able to remove one. Reshu�e the 
Burrow tiles each Season, and if you ever need to draw one and the pile is empty.

For example if you drew the Burrow token shown, you would remove and discard the 
Water tile from the indicated Path space.

You decide to move the indicated Void tile from the 
Path to the indicated space in the Mountain. Your Void 
Understanding is 3 (1 plus the 2 Void tiles on your mat), 
so you could gather any three of the four tiles in Void’s 
Pattern (diagonally adjacent to the space, circled in green).

You decide to take one Fire tile, one Earth tile, and one 
Void tile, which raises your Understanding of each of 
those Elements by 1.

�ere are a few motivations to taking tiles: 
• To raise your Understanding so that you 

can take more tiles in the future. 
• To meet the criteria of the Goal cards, 

which will score every Season.
• To stock up on the Key Elements, which 

will score at game end.

ADDIT IONAL GATHERING RULES

YOUR MAT

VOID’S 
PATTERN
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If you ever pass 50 on the Wisdom track, 
take your High Wisdom marker and place 
it near the start of the track with the +50 
side up as a reminder.

If you pass 100, �ip it to the +100 side.

A�er all players have taken a turn, count the remaining tiles on the Path. If there are fewer tiles than players, the current 
Season ends. Otherwise play continues in the current season.

For 4 players, there will be two tiles le� in the Path when the Season ends. For 3 players, one tile. For 2 players, zero tiles.

A�er scoring the fourth and �nal Season, the game ends. �ere is one �nal scoring that 
is based on the Key Element cards. For both Key Elements, each player scores 2 Wisdom 
for each tile they have of that Element, and moves their Wisdom marker on the track to 
re�ect the gain.

�e player with the highest �nal Wisdom score is the winner.

In the event of a tie, the winner is the tied player with the fewest tiles on their mat. If there 
is still a tie, the tied players share a harmonious victory!

When a Season ends, score both of the Goal cards. Each Goal card describes how it 
scores. As you score, move your Wisdom marker on the score track to indicate the 
Wisdom you have gained.

• Most Goal cards permit players to score independently of each other, while others 
require players to compare stacks.

• When a Goal card instructs you to “score a stack”, that means to earn Wisdom equal 
to the number of tiles in that stack. �e Element symbols printed on the mat do not 
count as tiles.

When all players are �nished scoring, perform the following steps to prepare for the next Season:

1. Move the Season marker to the next space on the Season track. If it was already on the �nal (Winter) space of the track, 
the game is over; skip the rest of the steps and proceed to Game End.

2. If there are any tiles remaining on the Path, discard them from the game. �en draw ten new random tiles from the 
bag and place one in each space of the Path.

3. Pass the Start coin to the player with the lowest score. If there is a tie for lowest score, the coin moves clockwise from 
the current start player until it arrives at the �rst tied player. Now begin the next Season!

Sample Season Scoring

You have the following tiles:

3 Void, 0 Wind, 3 Fire, 1 Water, and 1 Earth.

For the �rst Goal, you will score each stack that is the same height as one or more 
of your other stacks. �at means that your Void and Fire stacks both score (3 
Wisdom each), and your Water and Earth stacks both score (1 Wisdom each). 
Total for this Goal: 8 Wisdom.

For the second Goal, you’ll score your tallest stack once and your shortest stack (of 
at least one tile) twice. Your tallest stack is a tie at 3 (Void and Fire) so you score 
one of them for 3 Wisdom. Your shortest stack of at least one tile is also a tie, with 
Water and Earth at 1 each. You score one of them twice for 2 Wisdom.

Your total Wisdom for both Goals this season is 13!

END OF A SEASON

GAME END

A

Score each stack that is the 
same height as one or more 

of your other stacks.

Score your tallest stack.
Score your shortest stack  
(of at least one tile) twice.

+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50+50
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Solo mode for Gorinto introduces the wily Kitsune as an opponent. Kitsune are powerful and mischievous spirits that 
o�en take the form of many-tailed foxes. See if you can outfox this unpredictable rival!

1. Do not play with the Dragon Expansion.
2. Set up the Scoreboard as normal. Use one color of player mat and Wisdom marker for yourself, and another color for the Kitsune.
3. Remove the Goal cards with con�ict letter “C” from the Goal deck; they will not work for Solo.
4. Set up the Goal cards and regular Key Element cards as normal. From the three le�over Key Element cards, draw two more and place them 

below the scoreboard. �ese two are the Kitsune Key Elements.
5. Set up the Mountain as normal (in whatever landscape you choose), but do not �ll the Path. �e Path is �lled as described below.

1. Shu�e the ten Burrow tokens face down in a stack, and the �ve Kitsune tiles 
face down in a stack. Reveal the top Kitsune tile and the top Burrow token; the 
Burrow token shows you where to place that Kitsune tile on the Path. Repeat 
this process four more times until all �ve Kitsune tiles are on the path. Set 
aside all Burrow tiles for later.

2. Draw random Element tiles from the bag one at a time to �ll the �ve empty 
spaces on the Path.

PATH SETUP

5 KITSUNE TILES

Designed by Richard Yaner & David Turczi

back backback fronts Head on front
Tail on back

fronts 1-5 fronts 1-5

5 MOVEMENT CHITS10 BURROW TOKENS 1 KITSUNE COIN 1 HEAD TOKEN 1 TAIL TOKEN

SOLO MODE FOR GORINTOK ITSUNE

222222
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1. Mix all �ve Movement chits and place them in a face down stack near the 
board. Remove the top chit from the stack and set it well aside without looking 
at it. �is will leave a stack of four Movement chits, which is the exact amount 
needed each round.

2. Draw one Movement chit from the stack and place the Head token on the row 
or column of the same-numbered Kitsune tile, that many places into the row 
or column. For example, if you reveal the 2 chit, you’d place the Head 2 spaces 
into the row or column that has the 2 Kitsune tile on the Path. Repeat this for 
the Tail token.

MOVEMENT SETUP

4

1

2

3

5

CHANGES TO GENERAL SETUP

EXTRA COMPONENTS
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Alternate turns with the Kitsune. You each get three turns each per round, with you acting �rst. Your turn 
will play as normal; you may only choose Element tiles from the Path to move, never Kitsune tiles.

�en the Kitsune takes its turn as detailed below. Important note: A stack with a Head or Tail on it is 
accessible to you for normal play. If you move a tile onto (or gather from) such a stack, ignore the Head/Tail 
and just adjust if needed so that it remains the topmost item in its space when you are done.

Flip the Kitsune coin to activate the Kitsune. A heads result will activate the Head; a tails result will activate the Tail.

One of two things will happen depending on the activated token’s position:

1. If it is sitting on an Element tile, the Kitsune will gather using the Pattern of the tile it is on at unlimited Understanding, taking the 
maximum number of tiles available. 

• Void takes the top tile from all 4 diagonal spaces
• Wind takes the top tile from all 4 orthogonal spaces
• Fire takes the top tile from every other space in the column
• Water takes the top tile from every other space in the row
• Earth takes everything beneath the Earth tile

2. If it is on a blank space, the Kitsune’s magical powers will activate, and it gathers the most plentiful visible Element (counting topmost tiles 
of stacks only) on the Mountain. For example, if there are 7 Fire, 6 Water, 5 Void, 5 Earth, and 2 Wind, it will gather the 7 Fire tiles.

• If there is a tie for most plentiful, the Kitsune prefers a Kitsune Key Element to a regular Key Element, and a regular Key Element to the 
non-scoring Element. If they are the same, the Kitsune prefers Elements in Gorinto order from top to bottom.

KITSUNE’S TURN

Organize the Kitsune’s gathered tiles on its player mat.

�en, if there are any Movement chits le� in the stack, the token that activated (the Head or the Tail, not both) moves. Draw one Movement 
chit from the stack, and place the moving token on the row or column of the same-numbered Kitsune tile, that many places into the row or 
column. For example, if the Tail just activated and you reveal the 4 chit, you’d move the Kitsune Tail to the spot four spaces into the row or column 
that has the 4 Kitsune tile on the Path.

If there are no Movement chits le�, the Season ends.

�e game ends a�er the fourth season is completed, and scored as described above.
�e Kitsune does not score any further Wisdom at game end, but you score Wisdom for your regular Key Element tiles: 
• For Normal Di�culty, score 3 Wisdom per Key Element tile you have. 
• For Expert Di�culty, score 2 Wisdom per Key Element tile you have. 
• You never score any Wisdom for Kitsune Key Elements on any di�culty.
If you have greater Wisdom than the Kitsune, you have defeated the notorious trickster spirit and won the game!

1. You score Wisdom only for the Goal cards as normal.
2. �e Kitsune does not ever score for Goal cards. It scores 1 Wisdom per regular Key Element tile it has, and 3 Wisdom per Kitsune Key 

Element tile it has. Track its score on the scoreboard for it.
3. Discard any Element tiles remaining on the path from the game, then perform the Path Setup as at game start.
4. Perform the Movement Setup as at game start.

END OF THE SEASON

GAMEPLAY

GAME END
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ALTERNATE LANDSCAPES

CHANGES TO SETUP

CHANGES TO GAMEPLAY

For an interesting challenge (in any game mode), try one of these alternate landscapes! �e varying heights of tile stacks on the 
Mountain create a new �ow of collection possibilities that you will have to contend with as you play!

Ready for a unique mode of play for four players? Try Partnership Mode, where you and your partner try and 
earn the most Wisdom together! �ere are only a few small setup and rule changes:

�is turn order variant takes a little more e�ort to manage, but makes your 3-4 player games a little more fair to all players. 
Do not use the Start Coin; play does not go in clockwise order.

Instead, use the numbered Kitsune tiles from Kitsune mode (in a 3-player game use tiles 1-3, in a 4-player game use tiles 
1-4). During Setup, randomly distribute the Kitsune tiles; players act in numerical order instead of clockwise. At the end of 
each Season, redistribute the Kitsune tiles so that the player with the lowest Wisdom score gets tile 1, next-lowest gets tile 
2, and so on. In the event of a tie, the tied player who went later in the previous Season goes earlier in the new Season.

1. Sit across from your partner, so there is an opponent to your le� and right.
2. Place only one Wisdom marker on the scoreboard for your team; it will be used to track both of your scores.
3. Instead of laying two Goal cards onto the scoreboard, deal one random Goal card face up between each pair of adjacent players. No player 

may have Goal cards with the same con�ict letter on both sides of them. If this occurs, discard the more-recently-dealt card and deal a 
replacement. When you are done there will be four Goal cards total. Each player will be scoring only the cards to their immediate le� and right. 
�is arrangement means that you will be sharing each of your Goals with a di�erent opponent, and you won’t share any Goals with your partner. 

1. Whenever you gather at least 1 tile on your turn, you must give one of the gathered tiles to your partner.
2. At the end of each Season, each player scores only the two Goal cards to their le� and right. Both partners’ 

scores are tracked with the single Wisdom marker for the partnership.
3. At the end of the game, both partners gain Wisdom for the Key Element tiles they have collected, and add 

their scores to the partnership’s score. �e partnership with the highest score wins!

Ricky thanks: My wonderful wife and main playtester 
Ashley Yaner as well as Tim Mickelson and Mike 
Fowler who played countless iterations of this game. 
In addition I would like to thank the Colorado Game 
Designers Guild for their testing and feedback, and 
Heather Newton who saw this game’s potential early on 
and helped greatly. 
Marc thanks: Our Kickstarter backers, who made this 
project possible. He also wishes to thank all the people 
to the le�, whose time and talent he does not have. Your 
support and e�orts mean the world.
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